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There are so many advantages to packing light. You can take all your

clothes on the plane, avoiding the risk of lost luggage (which can be a

disaster if you’re plus size or otherwise hard to fit). Packing light means that

you don’t feel like you’re dragging your entire closet around Europe. And

being able to lift your bag and put it in an overhead compartment makes you

feel like Wonder Woman.
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But you still want to look nice on your

vacations and business trips. So you

need to look like you have your entire

wardrobe handy even though you

don’t. With some planning, packing

light doesn’t have to mean wearing the

same exact outfit three times in a

week.

Fabrics
You know how your jeans take up a

ton of space in your suitcase? It’s because denim is bulky. There are also

fabrics that take up hardly any space at all, such as the jersey and ponte

fabrics that we use to make AbbeyPost Made to Measure dresses and

separates (http://abbeypost.com/shop). Folded or rolled for packing, jersey

and ponte clothes take up a surprisingly small amount of space in your

luggage.

Pro Tip: Roll your clothes to get more into your suitcase!

http://abbeypost.com/shop


When you’re deciding which clothes to pack, go for the pieces that don’t

take up much space in your dresser or closet. Leave behind that sweater

that’s always getting in the way and take 2 or 3 fine knit sweaters in the

same amount of luggage space. In the room that your jeans would take up,

you could fit 3 skirts (http://abbeypost.com/shop/skirts) or pairs of (non-

denim) pants (http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants).

Packing light means bringing along more clothes when you pay attention to

fabric weight, and choosing versatile basics like a classic black wide leg

palazzo pant means you get tons of mileage (no pun intended!) out of each

item.
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(http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants/sophia.html)

Multitaskers

A simple switch of accessories dresses up the classic black palazzo pant beautifully. A statement necklace

from BaubleBar, paired with subtle aqua stud earrings and a sparkly clutch bag, elevates comfy casual to chic

elegance in a flash. Sophia Palazzo Pants, AbbeyPost, $98

Our ponte Sophia pants are perfect for the most casual days. Pair yours with a drapey cold shoulder top in

bright red, and a clever tote, slip on some casual comfy espadrilles and fun earrings, and you’re ready for

everything from chic dog-walking, or a fun lunch with friends!

http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants/sophia.html


When traveling, you have to pack for so many different activities. You can

bring along a different outfit for everything, but that can mean two or three

outfits a day. Stuffing fourteen outfits in a bag for a one-week trip is anything

but packing light. Pack versatile clothing and you can get multiple wearings

out of each piece you bring along.

Let’s say you’re taking a cruise (http://abbeypost.com/blog/packing-for-a-

cruise/), and you pack a versatile dress like Regina

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/dresses/regina.html). You can wear it with fancy

accessories for dinner early in your trip. Then you can wear it over your

bathing suit as you travel between the ship and the beach. Wash it in the

sink and hang it to dry. Light fabrics like jersey and ponte dry pretty quickly

so you won’t be stuck with a damp, unwearable dress the rest of your trip.

Add casual accessories and you can wear the same dress to lunch on the

tail end of your cruise.
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(http://abbeypost.com/regina.html)

Dressy accessories elevate the Regina dress to a whole new level. Perfect for dinner and dancing!

http://abbeypost.com/regina.html


(http://abbeypost.com/regina.html)

Or if you’re taking a city vacation, you can wear the Sophia

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants/sophia.html) palazzo pants with the Claire

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/claire.html) scoopneck top for a day of

museum hopping. Then pair Sophia with a different top to go out to dinner a

few nights later. Wash them both in the sink and they make a comfortable

outfit for the flight home.

 

Toiletries

Switch out your accessories and you have a whole new look for Regina!
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The 3-ounce limit on liquids in your carry-on luggage is universally reviled.

But it has forced us to face the fact that we really don’t use that much

shampoo in a week. I used to own travel-sized bottles that held enough

shampoo for a family of four for a month. It was so pointless that I once

ended up lugging two full size bottles of shampoo and conditioner through

the French countryside because it was too much hassle to pour it all into

slightly smaller bottles.

Invest in some good, small travel containers and actually use them. When

you get home, use up whatever’s left inside so that the containers will be

clean for next time. Or if you travel every week like I used to, just top them

off and keep going.

If you take vitamins, put them in a days of the week pillbox. It’ll take up so

much less room than the bottles while keeping them from getting crushed.

Keep your prescription medication in the bottle, though so you have all the

pertinent info with you.

You can buy sample sizes of your favorite department store moisturizers and

makeup on online auction sites. They’re leftover from those free gift with

purchase campaigns, so they’re enough for a week or more. Plus many of

the containers can be refilled on your next trip.



Space Savers
Packing light can also mean packing densely. Look for any spaces you can

fill in, like the insides of your shoes and the corners of your suitcase. Those

spaces are perfect for socks, undies and other small items that would

otherwise be taking up extra space. On the way home, stash your souvenirs

in those spots – the shoes and reinforced suitcase corners will keep them

protected.

I’m also a fan of those travel vacuum bags. You put your clothes inside, seal

it up and squeeze out the excess air – no vacuum needed. The space you

save can mean you can take a smaller suitcase, or maybe just fit in an extra

pair of shoes and a book for the trip home.

Or make your own “sample sizes” with inexpensive bottles from

your local drugstore.



(http://www.amazon.com/Travel-

Smart-Compress-

Saving-

Packing/dp/B004HCC9VA/ref=sr_1_1?

ie=UTF8&qid=1406440617&sr=8-

1&keywords=vacuum+bags+travel)

Packing Light is an Art Form
It takes ingenuity and creativity to pack lightly while still dressing well. Plan

ahead and you can have the lightest suitcase in your tour group – which

should totally come with a prize.

Handy!
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What are your best tips for packing
light?
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The essentials: comfy knit pants like the Tanya ($72) and our Susan top ($64) keep you flying in style.
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